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IT’S A HETEROGENEOUS WORLD

- Heterogeneous computing
  - The new normal

- Many CPU’s – 2, 4, 8, …

- Very many GPU processing elements – 100’s

- Different vendors, configurations, architectures

- The multi-million dollar question
  - How do you avoid developing and maintaining different source code versions?
HETEROGENEOUS SYSTEM CONSIDERATIONS

- CPU is great for serial tasks
  - Lower throughput, lower latency
- Discrete GPU excels at data parallel problems
  - High ALU, high memory bandwidth, higher latency
  - Bandwidth in the order or hundred of GB/s
  - Transfer over PCIe®
- Fusion GPU
  - DX11 class, shares system memory with CPU
  - Bandwidth in the order or tens of GB/s
  - Zero Copy
- Which parts of your code should run on which device?
- Where do you keep your data?
- When to communicate and synchronize between CPU and GPU?
WHAT IS OPENCL™

- Framework for programming on heterogeneous systems
  - Multi-core CPUs
  - Massively parallel GPUs
  - Cell, FPGAs etc
- Industry standard
- Open specification
- Cross-platform
  - Windows®, Linux®, Mac OS
- Multi-vendor
  - AMD, Apple, Creative, IBM, Imagination, Intel, NVIDIA, Samsung
**OPENCL: OVERVIEW**

**How to execute a program on the device (GPU)?**

- **Kernel**
  - Performs GPU calculations
  - Reads from, and writes to memory

- **Based on C**
  - Restrictions
    - No recursion, etc.
  - Additions
    - Vector data types (int 4)
    - Synchronization
    - Built in functions (sin, log)

**How to control the device (GPU)**

- **Host Program**
  - C API

- **Steps**
  1. Initialize the GPU
  2. Allocate memory buffers on GPU
  3. Send data to GPU
  4. Run Kernel on GPU
  5. Read data from GPU

- Commands are queued
KERNEL
EXPOSING PARALLELISM

C function

```c
for (int i = 0; i < 24; i++)
{
    Y[i] = a*X[i] + Y[i];
}
```

- Serial execution, one iteration after the other
EXPOSING PARALLELISM

C function

```c
for (int i = 0; i < 24; i++)
{
    Y[i] = a*X[i] + Y[i];
}
```

- Serial execution, one iteration after the other

OpenCL kernel

```c
__kernel void saxpy(const __global float * X,
                    __global float * Y,
                    const float a)
{
    uint i = get_global_id(0);
    Y[i] = a* X[i] + Y[i];
}
```

- Parallel execution, multiple iterations at the same time
Think of work item as a parallel “thread” of execution

```
for (int i = 0; i < 24; i++)
{
    Y[i] = a*X[i] + Y[i];
}
```

```
uint i = get_global_id(0);
Y[i] = a * X[i] + Y[i];
```
**ITERATIONS → WORK ITEMS**

- Iterations can become work items (if parallelizable)

```c
for (int i = 0; i < 12; i++)
{
    j = 2 * i;
    Y[j] = a*X[j] + Y[j];
    Y[j+1] = a*X[j+1] + Y[j+1];
}
```

2 saxpy operations per iteration
= 2 saxpy operations per work item
**WORK GROUP**

Divide the execution domain into groups

Can exchange data and synchronize inside a group

```
0 1 2 …
get_local_id(0)
```

```
Work items
```

```
Work groups
```
MEMORY SPACES

- Global (visible to all)
- Local (per work group)
- Private (per work item)

Memory consistent only at barriers!
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EXECUTION ON CPU

- Cannot synchronize across work groups
- Can synchronize within work group
REDUCTION EXAMPLE
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HOST PROGRAM
**COMMAND QUEUE**

- Enables asynchronous (non-blocking) execution of OpenCL commands
  - Look for OpenCL commands `clEnqueue…()`

- Accepts:
  - Kernel execution commands
  - Memory commands
  - Synchronization commands

- In-order queue
  - Commands complete before next command starts

- Out-of-order queue
  - Programmer responsibility to synchronize command execution
HOST PROGRAM: BASIC SEQUENCE FOR A GPU DEVICE

- **Initialization**
  - Find the GPU
  - Initialize the GPU
  - Compile the program for GPU (kernel)

- **Memory**
  - Create input, output buffers on the GPU
  - Copy data from CPU memory to GPU memory

- **Execution**
  - Run *kernel* on the GPU
  - Run multiple kernels if needed
  - Wait till GPU is finished

- **Memory**
  - Copy data from GPU memory to CPU memory
QUESTIONS
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